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Keywords

Functional imaging studies consistently find that older adults recruit bilateral brain regions in
cognitive tasks that are strongly lateralized in younger adults, a characterization known as the
Hemispheric Asymmetry Reduction in Older Adults model. While functional imaging displays
what brain areas are active during tasks, it cannot demonstrate what brain regions are necessary for
task performance. We used behavioral data from acute stroke patients to test the hypothesis that
older adults need both hemispheres for a verbal working memory task that is predominantly leftlateralized in younger adults. Right-handed younger (age <51, n = 7) and older adults (age > 50, n
= 21) with acute unilateral stroke, as well as younger (n = 6) and older (n = 13) transient ischemic
attack (TIA) patients, performed a self-paced verbal item-recognition task Older patients with
stroke to either hemisphere had a higher frequency of deficits in the verbal working memory task
compared to older TIA patients. Additionally, the deficits in older stroke patients were mainly in
retrieval time while the deficits in younger stroke patients were mainly in accuracy. These data
suggest that bihemispheric activity is necessary for older adults to successfully perform a verbal
working memory task.

working memory; aging; lesion; stroke

1 Introduction
Functional imaging is a valuable tool in measuring brain activity during cognitive processes
in humans. As such, there is a vast body of literature using techniques such as fMRI to
investigate working memory [12–13, 50, 56]. While imaging data provides information on
what areas of the brain are activated during different cognitive processes, it cannot provide
information on what areas of the brain are essential for the process being tested. It is
important to validate results obtained from functional imaging studies, and one way to do so
in humans is with lesion studies [31, 41]. Lesion effects can be studied in stroke patients.
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Chronic stroke patients have been studied extensively to test the necessity of the affected
area for many cognitive tasks, including working memory [for review, see 31]. Deficits in
cognitive performance can be measured and linked to the stroke-altered areas. While studies
of chronic stroke patients can provide valuable information, one drawback is that
considerable reorganization is known to occur over time [38, 53]. The use of acute stroke
patients provides the unique opportunity to test the effect of the lesion on performance
before substantial reorganization can occur. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and
perfusion weighted imaging (PWI) can be used to determine structural damage and blood
flow abnormalities, respectively, allowing for identification of areas affected by acute stroke
thereby directly linking the affected area to any observed deficit in performance [2, 23]. In
this study we used acute stroke patients to validate an aging model of cognition.
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Normal aging leads to changes in brain anatomy and physiology that are reflected in
changes in cognition [16]. These changes have been documented in numerous functional
imaging studies [for review, see 15]. One example of aging-related changes in the prefrontal
cortex, as documented by several functional imaging studies, is a decrease in asymmetry of
brain activation in older adults for cognitive tasks that are known to be predominantly
unilateral in young adults [5–6, 19, 39]. This consistently observed phenomenon has been
characterized as the Hemispheric Asymmetry Reduction in Older Adults, or HAROLD
model [7]. The HAROLD model has been supported by studies of several different cognitive
facilities including episodic memory, working memory, perception, and inhibitory control
[for review, see 7]. Although HAROLD was initially proposed for the prefrontal cortex,
there is evidence the model applies to more posterior regions as well. For example, in
temporal and parietal regions, age-dependent reductions in activation asymmetries have
been observed during a visual facial-affect perception task [22], face memory and
processing tasks [20–21], in inhibitory control tasks [30, 32], in language processing tasks
[3], and in a verbal working memory task [40]. In addition, age-related reductions in
activation asymmetries have also been observed in the occipital lobe during an attention task
[27] and in the hippocampus during autobiographical memory task [28]. Furthermore, agerelated asymmetry in fronto-parietal connections has also been demonstrated. In a study by
Li et al., prefrontal cortex was shown to have strong functional connectivity to the ipsilateral
parietal area during a working memory task, as well as during rest, and that this connectivity
was reduced in older participants [26]. Also, Charlton et al. found that most of the agerelated variance in working memory is explained by the integrity of the fronto-parietal white
matter tracts [10]. Together, these studies suggest that the HAROLD model likely extends to
more posterior regions in addition to the PFC. Although age-related increased activation has
been demonstrated across the cortex for several different tasks, there is little evidence that
this increase in activation represents areas essential for task performance.
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In this study, we use data collected from acute ischemic stroke patients to validate
neuroimaging findings that suggest that older adults need both hemispheres to successfully
complete a verbal working memory task. The characterization of activations observed in
young and old subjects known as the HAROLD model predicts that older subjects need both
hemispheres for tasks that are considered lateralized in young subjects [7]. In young normal
adults, functional imaging studies have shown that the left hemisphere is responsible for
verbal working memory [24, 33, 35, 49] while the right hemisphere has been shown to be
involved in verbal working memory only during high demand tasks [11, 44]. Studies have
found that the lateralization of verbal WM extends into posterior regions of the brain as
well. In verbal delayed match to sample tasks, Smith et al. observed left lateralization in
PFC, supplementary motor area, premotor cortex, and parietal cortex [51]. In a similar
verbal WM task, Salmon et al. observed left lateralized activity in the PFC and parietal
cortex [47].
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Consistent with the HAROLD model, Reuter-Lorenz et al. [39] found that older adults
displayed bilateral PFC activity for verbal working memory while young adults showed
more lateralized activity. In a subsequent study, Reuter-Lorenz observed bilateral activation
in older adults in the parietal cortex during a verbal working WM task while younger adults
had activation in the left parietal cortex [40]. The bilateral activation observed in older
adults suggests that both hemispheres are necessary for successful performance during
verbal working memory tasks. To our knowledge, the HAROLD model has not been
validated with lesion data, although it has been investigated in regards to episodic memory
using transcranial magnetic imaging [29, 42]. Here we test the hypothesis that older
individuals need this bilateral activation to perform successfully in a cognitive task that is
known to be lateralized in normal young adults by comparing the effect of left or right
hemisphere stroke on old patients. If both hemispheres are needed in old adults for
successful verbal working memory task performance, stroke localized to either side should
negatively affect task performance.

2 Methods
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Participants for this study were recruited in order to investigate the lateralization of working
memory processes in young and old adults. An extension of the analyses were carried out
from the original published data and results which were on findings regarding the
lateralization of spatial and verbal working memory regardless of age, reported previously
by Philipose and colleagues [36]. Consenting right-handed adults with acute ischemic stroke
were studied within three days of symptom-onset and within 24 hours of hospitalization.
Only acute stroke patients were included in order to limit post-stroke reorganization. In
addition, consenting right-handed adults with transient ischemic attack (TIA; defined as
resolution of symptoms within 24 hours and exclusion of stroke by MRI) were enrolled.
These patients provided a unique control population for acute stroke patients, as they shared
similar hospitalization stressors, age, and vascular risk factors with the stroke patients. Any
differences in performance between stroke patients and TIA patients can be attributed to the
actual lesion. Patients with the following conditions were excluded: (1) premorbid dementia,
neurological, or psychiatric disease; (2) contraindication for MRI; (3) diminished level of
consciousness; (4) lack of premorbid proficiency in English; (5) visual field deficits as
determined by medical records and bedside examination; (6) motor deficits precluding
performance of computer tasks; (7) language deficits that interfered with task
comprehension; or (8) left neglect, defined by >10% errors on the left half of the page in line
cancellation. The following MRI sequence were used on all patients as part of the Johns
Hopkins Acute Stroke Protocol: diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) and perfusion weighted
imaging (PWI), axial T2, fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), gradient echo (GE),
and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps. The reported analyses used DWI (after
confirming the acuity of the lesion on ADC maps) and PWI (co-registered to T2 to provide
anatomical boundaries that are less visible on PWI). Whole brain coverage was obtained by
DWI and PWI scans of 5 mm thick slices. Volumes of tissue dysfunction on DWI and/or
PWI were calculated using the Image J program. If a patient had imaging abnormalities on
both DWI and PWI, the larger calculated volume was used. Volume of PWI abnormality
was measured on time to peak maps, defining hypoperfused tissue as voxels where there was
>4 seconds delay in time to peak arrival of contrast, relative to the homologous region in the
normal hemisphere.
Stroke was defined as acute infarct on DWI and/or hypoperfusion on PWI with
corresponding neurological deficits, while TIA was defined as normal DWI/PWI and
resolution of neurological deficits within 24 hours. In the current study, stroke and TIA
patients were classified by age as either young or old. The old group included all patients of
age > 50 years, while the young group included all individuals ≤ 50 years of age. The age
Behav Neurol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 January 1.
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cut-off of 50 years was chosen here based on the finding that white matter volume is known
to start declining during the fifth decade of life [17–18]. Older stroke patients were further
separated as either left hemisphere or right hemisphere depending on the location of the
stroke.
Behavioral tasks performed were described in detail elsewhere [36]. Briefly, patients
performed a self-paced computerized verbal working memory task [52]. Subjects were
asked to remember 3, 4, 5, or 6 upper-case letters and presented with a lower-case probe
letter after the 5 second delay (Figure 1). Responses were made with their dominant hand,
unless they preferred to use the opposite hand due to right hand or arm weakness. Responses
that were two standard deviations from the mean of a participant’s total trials were excluded
from the analysis. This removed trials that were interrupted by other factors related to the
bed-side testing.
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To contrast performance in the WM tasks, preplanned comparisons of deficits in encoding
time, response time, and accuracy (percent correct) were carried out between groups across
all loads (that is, the 3, 4, 5, and 6 letter conditions combined). Given the known effect of
WM load on performance [44], preplanned comparisons were also done at the low (3 letters)
and high (6 letters) loads alone. A composite WM score was calculated by summing the
deviations from the mean, as measured by z-scores, for encoding time, response time, and
accuracy. Deficits were defined as having a score more than two standard deviations from
the mean scores taken from 20 healthy normal volunteers recruited for a different study that
were given the same behavioral protocol as patients. Chi-squared tests were performed as
different groups (e.g. left stroke, tia) were compared with respect to presence or absence of
behavioral deficits in which frequencies of deficits were compared across groups using
contingency tables. Contingency tables were used due to the nonparametric nature of the
data in order to reduce the effect of the large amount of between subject variability in the
performance measures. Due to the low n for some comparisons, Fisher’s Exact Tests (FET)
were used when chi-square tests were not appropriate (i.e. when the expected values were
<5).

3 Results
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Data for this study were reported in a previous study by Philipose et al. [36]. The purpose of
the previous study was to investigate lateralization of working memory processes regardless
of age. From those data, 28 stroke patients and 19 TIA patients were used for the
retrospective analyses reported here. Age ranged from 38–79 years (57.17 ± 2.1; mean and
SEM) for stroke patients and 21–84 years (56.89 ± 3.5) for TIA patients. Information
regarding gender, lesion volume, lesion location, and education level is included in Table 1.
A two-sample t-test comparing the mean lesion volume between older and younger stroke
patients was not significant, nor was the test between older left stroke patients and older
right stroke patients (t(18) = −0.15, p = 0.84, t(13) = 1.24, p = 0.25). Thus, infarct volume
was roughly equivalent between groups.. A two-sample t-test comparing education levels
between groups revealed that older stroke patients had a trend of having more years of
education compared to older TIA patients (t(13) = 2.0, p = 0.066). Education levels were not
statistically different between young stroke patients and young TIA patients.
3.1 Age Effects
To examine effects of age on performance, stroke and TIA patients were split into young (up
to 50 years old) and old (51 years and older) groups. Demographics are presented in table 1.
Across All Loads—To determine whether there was an age-dependent effect of stroke on
verbal WM collapsed across all loads, relative performance of both the young and old stroke
Behav Neurol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 January 1.
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groups was compared to age-matched TIA patients (Figure 2). While both the old stroke
group and the young stroke group displayed a trend of having a higher frequency of deficits
than age-matched TIA patients on the composite WM measure (p = 0.051 and p = 0.061,
FET, respectively), the deficits seemed to be driven by different aspects of the task. For
younger stroke patients, there was a significantly higher frequency of deficits in accuracy
compared to young TIA patients (p < 0.05, FET). In contrast, older stroke patients displayed
more deficits in response time than old TIA patients (χ2 = 6.482, df = 1, p < 0.05).
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Low and High Verbal Loads—In order to investigate the specific contribution of load on
these effects, performance on the WM task was also compared at the high load and low load
conditions. At the low verbal load (3 letters; Figure 3a), older stroke patients had
significantly more performance deficits than older TIA patients in encoding time and
response time (χ2 = 5.134, df = 1, p < 0.05; χ2 = 8.016, df =1, p < 0.005, respectively)In
contrast, young stroke patients did not differ in terms of performance compared to young
TIA patients at the low load. As would be expected, deficits were observed for each group at
the high verbal load (Figure 3b). Old stroke patients had significantly more deficits than old
TIA patients in the composite score and in response time (p < 0.05, FET and χ2 = 8.016, df =
1, p < 0.005, respectively). While the deficits in older stroke patients were driven heavily by
deficits in response time, younger stroke patients displayed a trend of having more deficits
than young TIA patients in both accuracy and response time (p = 0.061 and p = 0.08, FET,
respectively.
3.2 Age and Hemisphere Effects
In order to test the hypothesis that older subjects need both hemispheres in order to perform
a WM task that younger subjects use predominantly one hemisphere for, the performance of
old left and old right stroke patients was compared to the performance of old TIA patients.
For this analysis all strokes were classified as either left or right hemisphere. Demographics
are presented in table 1.
Across All Loads—The performance of each group on the verbal WM task across all
loads is shown in Figure 4. Old patients in the right stroke group displayed a trend of having
a higher frequency deficits in the composite score compared to old TIA patients (p = 0.074,
FET). Both old left and right stroke patients had a higher frequency of deficits in response
time than old TIA patients, with the old right comparison being significant (p < 0.05, FET)
and the old left comparison trending towards significance (p = 0.055).
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Low and High Verbal Loads—In order to compare performance between the old stroke
groups and control group performance on the verbal WM task was compared at the low and
high WM loads alone. A similar pattern emerged at the low and high verbal load compared
to that observed across all loads. At the low verbal load (Figure 5a) old right stroke patients
displayed a trend towards having a higher frequency of deficits in the composite score than
old TIA patients (p = 0.089, FET). In addition, old right stroke patients had significantly
more deficits than old TIA patients in encoding time (p < 0.05, FET) and response time (p <
0.05, FET). Although no effects on the composite score were observed for old left stroke
patients, they did display a trend towards significance for having more deficits than old TIA
patients in response time (p = 0.056, FET).
At the high verbal load, older right stroke patients had significantly more deficits in response
time than older TIA patients (p < 0.005, FET) and also displayed a trend towards more
deficits as measured by the composite score (p = 0.089, FET, Figure 5b). Old left stroke
patients did not display any statistical difference in the frequency of deficits in any measure
compared to old TIA patients.
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In the present study, we used acute unilateral ischemic stroke patients to validate a
characterization of fMRI activation patterns observed in older adults. In healthy young
adults, verbal working memory is associated predominantly with the left hemisphere, with
the right hemisphere only being involved at higher loads [11, 33, 37, 43]. The HAROLD
model posits that PFC activity for known lateralized cognitive tasks, such as working
memory, becomes more bilateral in older adults compared to younger adults [7]. Additional
evidence suggests that increased bilateral activity in older adults is seen in posterior regions
as well [20–21, 32]. In two separate studies, Reuter-Lorenz found that PFC and parietal
activity became more bilateral in older adults compared to younger adults for both spatial
and verbal working memory tasks [39–40]. To our knowledge the HAROLD model has not
been tested directly with lesion data. We hypothesized that acute unilateral stroke to either
hemisphere would disrupt the performance of old patients in a verbal working memory task.
4.1 Age and Hemispheric Effects
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We measured performance in four different components of our working memory task:
accuracy, encoding time, response time, and a composite score. In addition, we compared
these measurements across all verbal loads, and at the low and high verbal loads alone. If
stroke patients displayed deficits in any one of these components we considered the strokeaffected area to be necessary for comparable performance to the TIA patients. Several
results from the verbal item-recognition tasks appear to be consistent with the HAROLD
model. We compared the effect of stroke to either hemisphere on task performance to test
whether older adults need both hemispheres to perform a verbal working memory task. If the
bilateral activation observed in functional neuroimaging studies of working memory
represents the recruitment of essential brain areas for performance, then we hypothesized
stroke to either hemisphere should result in performance impairment in a verbal working
memory task. Our results are consistent with this hypothesis (Fig 2 and 3). Overall, there
appears to be bihemispheric deficits on multiple measures in older stroke patients.
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Our hypothesis that older stroke patients with damage to either the right or left hemisphere
would have deficits in performance was also supported when considered separately (Fig 4
and 5). Across all verbal loads both old right and old left stroke patients had deficits in some
measure of performance. This supports the HAROLD model as it suggests that older
patients need both hemispheres intact in order to successfully perform the verbal WM task.
Interestingly, old left stroke patients did not have deficits in the composite score, but old
right patients did. Also, only the old right stroke patients had deficits at the high verbal load.
This suggests that older individuals may rely on the right hemisphere more so than on the
left hemisphere for verbal working memory, although both hemispheres are needed to
perform successfully. Previous studies have shown right PFC recruitment at high WM loads
[37, 43]. It has been posited that the bilateral activity observed in older adults is due to the
recruitment of areas used by younger adults only at high loads and that older adults need to
recruit these additional areas at much lower loads than younger adults [9, 34]. Overall, these
data suggest that older subjects do indeed need both hemispheres, with a high reliance on the
right hemisphere, to perform a verbal working memory task
The increase in bilateral brain activity observed in older adults is thought to represent
necessary involvement of additionally recruited areas, a process known as compensation.
The idea that the observed bilateral activity is compensatory has been supported by the
finding that older subjects that had more bilateral PFC activity performed better than older
subjects that displayed less bilateral PFC activity [8]. The hypothesis that bilateral activity
represents compensation has further been refined as one of the tenets of the Scaffolding
Theory of Aging and Cognition, or STAC model [34]. This model proposes that the
Behav Neurol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 January 1.
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observed bilateral activity in older adults represents “the recruitment of additional circuitry
that shores up declining structures whose functioning has become noisy, inefficient, or both
(p. 183).” The inability to recruit these additional areas, due to neural insults such as stroke,
would impair performance in older individuals compared to older individuals that retain the
ability to recruit these areas. This could explain the results present here. In addition, he data
presented here support the idea that the increase in bilateral activation in older adults is
compensatory. In fact, the data presented here suggests that the verbal working memory
network may in fact be more localized to the right hemisphere in older adults, as suggested
by the fact that older adults with stroke to the right hemisphere in our study were
consistently more impaired than older adults with left unilateral stroke.
4.2 Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff
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An additional interesting finding was that young stroke patients had deficits in accuracy,
while old stroke patients had deficits in response time. This pattern emerged when
comparing all young stroke patients and all old stroke patients to age-matched controls, as
well as in many of our unilateral stroke and age comparisons. One explanation for the
different deficits observed in young and old stroke patients is the speed-accuracy trade-off
[for review, see 57]. Older subjects have been shown to perform slower, but more accurately
than younger subjects in many different tasks [4, 51]. This phenomenon could explain the
results seen in the present study even though in this study performance was compared to
age-matched controls. In order for older patients to perform accurately it is possible that a
further slowing of response time was needed due to the stroke. This would be consistent
with the hypothesis put forth by Grady and colleagues that the over-activations observed in
older adults could represent the older adults’ compensatory attempt to enhance accuracy at
the expense of response time [19]. Similarly, if young subjects sacrifice accuracy for
response time, those with stroke require additional decrements in accuracy in order to
respond quickly. Age-related reduction in processing speed has been proposed to be the
main cause of age-related cognitive deficits [48] and most of the age-related variance
observed in working memory tasks is associated with the integrity of white matter tracts
[10]. If older healthy adults are impaired in response time compared to young adults, then
stroke could further impair response time in old stroke patients. For young stroke patients,
white matter tracts unaffected by age are reflected by normal response time, therefore the
effect of stroke manifests itself in accuracy deficits, although younger stroke patients did
have impairments in response time at the high verbal load. Rypma and D’Esposito propose
that the neural efficiency hypothesis explains the slower processing speed observed in older
subjects [45]. This theory posits that young subjects respond faster than old subjects because
they need to recruit fewer areas to accurately complete the task. Aging degrades the integrity
of the connections between areas, resulting in older subjects recruiting additional areas to
complete the task which slows processing time. Older subjects that do not recruit additional
areas perform even slower. Our finding that old stroke patients had more deficits in response
time than old TIA patients supports the neural efficiency hypothesis. For old patients, stroke
potentially prevents the recruitment of additional brain areas that are available to TIA
patients. This leads to further slowing of processing time. For young stroke patients, the
neural efficiency model hypothesizes that the recruitment of additional areas slows
processing speed. In our study, unilateral stroke to either hemisphere could prevent such
recruitment. This could explain why no response time deficits were observed in young
stroke patients except at the high verbal load. This suggests that stroke preferentially impairs
accuracy at lower levels of cognitive demand compared to response time.
4.3 Methodological Issues and Limitations
Lesion studies provide the means to test the necessity of brain areas that are shown to be
active during specific tasks. While fMRI and other functional imaging techniques allow the
Behav Neurol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 January 1.
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correlation of brain activity to task performance, lesion studies allow us to determine what
areas of the brain are essential in the performance of a task. Although there have been
studies on the effects of PFC and parietal lesions on WM function in humans, no lesion
studies have directly tested the hypothesis that older adults need more bilateral involvement
than younger adults in tasks primarily associated with one hemisphere [1, 14, 25, 54–55]. In
addition, this study is unique from many lesion studies in two important ways. First, acute
stroke patients were used as opposed to chronic stroke patients. One concern with lesion
studies is the reorganization of normal brain functions that occurs over time in response to
brain damage [31]. The use of acute stroke patients circumvents this problem and allows for
the evaluation of the effects of the lesion before substantial reorganization can occur.
However, the use of acute stroke patients presents different issues. Among these are the
stressors that accompany hospitalization and the vascular risk factors associated with stroke.
To control for this we enrolled transient ischemic attack patients (TIA) as our control group.
The inclusion of TIA patients is the second important distinction of this study. In addition to
controlling for hospitalization stressors, the use of TIA patients as controls also takes into
account the vascular risk factors and medication histories that are shared between acute
stroke and TIA patients. To measure relative performance, we compared performance of old
and young acute stoke patients to performance of age-matched TIA patients. Any
differences in performances between these groups should be due to the lesion resulting from
the stroke, as all other factors were controlled for with the TIA patients.
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This study has inherent limitations. First, the use of extreme age groups might improve the
ability to detect differences. However, we chose a cut-off of 50 in order to increase
participation in the study based on the finding that white matter volume begins declining at
this time [18]. Secondly, by characterizing stroke patients by affected-hemisphere we have
necessarily grouped heterogeneous stroke sites together. The particular aim of this study was
to test the necessity of a hemisphere as a whole, and assumed that strokes to any location in
a hemisphere would equally affect working memory performance. Due to limited
recruitment of young stroke patients, we were unable to compare performance of patients
with stroke to the left or right hemisphere alone. An additional confound is the use of
patients with dominant hand weakness. Unfortunately, information regarding how many
subjects chose to use their dominant hand is not available. These patients were included to
increase participation in this study. Issues such as dominant hand weakness are unavoidable
in acute stroke patients. The subject-paced nature of the experiment was due to these issues.
It’s interesting to note that older stroke patients showed reaction time deficits while younger
stroke patients showed deficits in accuracy in comparison to their respective age-matched
controls. Accuracy effects should not be a consequence of non-dominant hand use.
Likewise, due to the subject paced design of the study, non-dominant hand use should affect
both encoding time and response time, irrespective of load. Encoding deficits were only
observed at the low loads whereas response time deficits were more prevalent, suggesting
the lesions had different effects on the different sub-processes of the task. Given the number
of patients in our study, testing for specific stroke location’s effect on reaction time is
difficult due to power. Future studies should explore the effect of unilateral stroke to more
restricted areas (e.g. frontal and/or parietal cortices), and in younger stroke patients in a
more controlled manner.
4.4 Conclusion
This study provides evidence for strong bilateral involvement in older patients for verbal
WM, a process that is left-lateralized in younger adults [24, 35, 49]. This validates the
Harold model of increased bilateral activity in older adults as being essential and also helps
to extend this to areas posterior to the PFC for verbal WM. The results from our verbal WM
task support this model and advance the idea that the increased bilateral activity measured in
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older adults represents essential recruitment of bilateral areas. Although we employed a task
that is known to involve fronto-parietal brain regions, we do not predict that these results are
specific to this task, as the HAROLD model applies to several cognitive functions [7]. We
also present evidence that stroke impairs processing speed in old adults and accuracy in
young adults, suggesting that stroke impairs different aspects of performance in old and
young adults. In addition to the HAROLD model, these results are consistent with other
models of cognitive aging, including the STAC model and the Neural Efficiency model [34,
45–46]. Future studies are needed to further validate and potentially consolidate these
models of cognitive aging in order for us to better understand age-related reorganization of
essential cognitive functions.
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Figure 1.

Participants performed a self-paced verbal working memory tasks. Subjects were asked to
encode a set of three (low load), four, five, or six (high load) letters upper-case letters. After
a 5 second delay, subjects were asked to decide whether a single lower-case letter was
included in the encoding period.
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Figure 2.

Number of old and young patients with stroke to either hemisphere with and without deficits
in the composite score, accuracy, encoding time, and response time. Old and young strokes
involving the left or right hemisphere displayed a trend of having more deficits in composite
score than age-matched TIA patients. The overall impairment in old stroke patients was
driven by deficits in response time with respect to old TIA patients. In contrast, overall
impairment in young stroke patients was driven by deficits in accuracy with respect to
young TIA patients.
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Figure 3.
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Number of old and young patients with stroke to either hemisphere with and without deficits
at the low verbal load and the high verbal load. At the low load (a), old stroke patients were
significantly more impaired in encoding time and response time than old TIA patients, while
young stroke patients did not differ from young TIA patients in terms of performance. At the
high load (b), old stroke patients were significantly more impaired in the composite score
and in response time with respect to old TIA patients. Young stroke patients displayed a
trend of more deficits in both accuracy and in response time than young TIA patients.
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Figure 4.

Number of old patients with left and right unilateral stroke with and without deficits across
all verbal loads. Old right stroke patients had a trend of more deficits in the composite score
and significantly more deficits in response time than old TIA patients. Old left stroke
patients had a trend of more deficits in response time than old TIA patients.
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Figure 5.
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Number of old patients with left and right unilateral stroke with and without deficits at the
low and high verbal load. At the low load (a), old right stroke patients displayed a trend
towards more deficits in the composite score, and had significantly more deficits in
encoding time and response time than old TIA patients. Old left stroke patients had a trend
towards more deficits than old TIA patients in response time. At the high load (b), old right
stroke patients displayed a trend towards more deficits in composite score and had
significantly more deficits in response time compared to old TIA patients.
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3
3
3
22502 ± 10724

Posterior stroke(n)

Frontal stroke (n)

Frontal and posterior stroke (n)

Sub-cortical stroke(n)

mm3
(mean, SEM)

9

Years of education

Stroke Volume

61.9 ± 1.6
19.88 ± 1.125

Age mean and SEM

25519 ± 10610

3

3

0

0

21 ± 0

43 ± 1.67

38–50

50%

78%
53–79

% Male

18

Number

Age range

6

Older Stroke

Patient Group

Younger Stroke

9365 ± 3632

1

1

1

5

21 ± 0

59.8 ± 1.5

53–64

87.5%

8

Old Left Stroke

33997 ± 19518

2

2

2

4

18.75 ± 2.25

63.6 ± 2.6

53–79

70%

10

Old Right Stroke

--

--

--

--

--

15.29 ± 2.09

64.0 ± 3.1

52–84

46%

13

Older TIA

--

--

--

--

--

15 ± 3

41.5 ± 4.3

21–50

33%

6

Younger TIA

Listed are the ages and numbers of patients included in the analysis. Educational information was only available for eight stroke patients (four old left and
four old right), two young stroke patients, seven old TIA patients, and three young stroke patients. Posterior refers to temporal, parietal, and/or occipital
cortex. Information regarding stroke volume was not available for one old left stroke patient, two old right stroke patients, and one young stroke patient.
The old right stroke group has a larger average lesion volume than the old left stroke group however this was neither significant nor trending towards
significance. The discrepancy was due in large part to one old right stroke patient with lesion volume of 155,796.2 mm3. The remaining old right stroke
patients had a average lesion volume of 16,597.3 mm3.
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